I'm Going To Follow The Boys
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Brightly (But not too fast)

I've always had a lot of boys around me;
Wherever boys were, that's the place you found me.
Now I'm in military,
Still I can help them if it's necessary. I don't know much about the

lone some
know a
most ev'-ry night,
thing a-bout war,
There's not a single fellow in sight.
I don't see what they're hav ing it for.

I miss the smiles of Billy, Jack and Harry,
But when it comes to things like occlusion, That's where I'd be missed,

I never felt so blue, but I know what to do,
If they should ever send, a suffrage regiment, I'd hurry to en
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I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,
I'm going to follow the boys over there,
An-ya-where,